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our sustainability goals

We are committed to achieving Net Zero through the continual removal of carbon 
from our products and processes. 

We believe that what we do matters, that the ecology of our planet matters, and 
that  

We value our people, our customers, and our partners. This drives our approach 
to social values & well-being.

our heritage

Originally established in the UK in 1917 as J&F Burrows, we have been recycling 
for over 100 years. We began by recycling wool and cotton textile waste for 
resale to the textile industry, for use in the manufacturer of clothing.

With the advent of synthetic fibres, we quickly adapted to also recycle synthetic 
waste, eventually focusing solely on the recycling of nylon and polypropylene. 

With the development of a new type of carpet, needlefelt (now called fibre 
bonded), we saw an opportunity to use this recycled material to produce our 
own finished products.

The Burmatex® brand was created in 1967. For over 50 years, the careful selection, 
reprocessing and recycling of industrial synthetic waste has enabled us to 
produce sustainable products.

Today Burmatex® manufacturers a much broader range of products, including 
designer loop and low level loop nylon carpet tiles.

Still the fundamental principles of recycling and reuse remain at the core of our 
operation, and form the foundations of the   sustainability principles.
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Established in 1917 as J&F Burrows, 
in West Yorkshire, UK

We recycled textile waste for resale 
and eventually used it to make our 
own carpet tiles
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osaka® is an all over pattern inspired 
by an incredibly vibrant, futuristic, and 
traditional part of the world, Japan. 
The contrasts found in Japan inspire 
the range; new and old, warm and cool, 
urban and natural.

osaka®

osaka® mochi

Made from Universal Fibers® Thrive® matter yarn, 
the world’s first carbon negative recycled yarn, 
and our unique   BioBase™ recycled 
backing, osaka® is carbon neutral.

ecomatters2

®
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osaka® gingko

osaka® hanabi & sora
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Initially inspired by a map of osaka® the carpet tile design is geometric yet organic, reminiscent of folded 
paper origami. Whether looking down on the busy metropolitan streets or up at the forest canopies, you can 
see the pattern of osaka® appear in both city and natural settings.

The refreshed palette of 12 includes trend inspired luminous pastels (gingko, chiru, kawa) a bright and joyful 
red (hanabi), two fresh and calming blues (kori and sora) and a new pure warm (hikari). The range maintains 
its set of popular core greys and beige; mochi, arashi, sesame and sumi. 
 
The abstract nature of the design, teamed with the revived colour palette, allows it to be both soft and 
strong, expertly working with modern interior spaces.

osaka® chiru, kori & sora
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Pile Yarn Weight: 695g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: Universal Fibers® Thrive® matter 

carbon negative recycled yarn (nylon 6)

01 - hikari
02 - mochi
03 - sesame
04 - arashi
05 - kumo
06 - sumi
07 - sora
08 - kori
09 - kawa
10 - chiru
11 - gingko
12 - hanabi

colour bank

osaka® kawa & kumo
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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arctic® tiles

arctic® is inspired by the changing landscape 
of the Arctic region. Organic lines cutting 
through icy rock, cold water flowing down 
frozen mountains and glacial river rapids 
inspire the movement in the design.

arctic® oslo fog

Made from Universal Fibers® Thrive® matter yarn, 
the world’s first carbon negative recycled yarn, 
and our unique   BioBase™ recycled 
backing, arctic® is carbon neutral.

ecomatters2

®
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01 - glacial grey
02 - norse grey
03 - cool storm
04 - polar black
05 - coastal mist
06 - marine ravine
07 - blue water
08 - moonrise blue
09 - oslo fog
10 - ice blue
11 - hail stone
12 - seal grey

colour bank
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08 09

11 12

Pile Yarn Weight: 624g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC1

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: Universal Fibers® Thrive® 

matter carbon negative recycled 

yarn (nylon 6)

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1

arctic® norse grey

arctic® marine ravine
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arctic® planks

arctic® is available in both tile and plank, 
allowing you the freedom to express arctic® in 
either option, creating unique structures and 
patterns to suit your project.

arctic® plank glacial grey & norse grey

The colour palette consists of 12 colours 
inspired by the natural elements of the 
Arctic – ice blues and cool greys amongst 
soft subtle warms, with marine-like green 
tones to further enhance the collection.
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arctic® plank ice blue & hail stone

arctic® plank hail stone & marine ravine
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dapple®

The colour in dapple® comes and goes, as light 
would dip in and out in a forest. This, paired with 
the organic pattern of the design, gives dapple® 
a unique biophilic feel. The large scale irregular 
design makes dapple® perfect for open plan 
spaces, lobbies, reception areas, boardrooms or 
anywhere you want to bring the outside in.

dapple® cool breeze & silver gleam

Made from Universal Fibers® Thrive® matter yarn, 
the world’s first carbon negative recycled yarn, 
and our unique   BioBase™ recycled 
backing, dapple® is carbon neutral.

ecomatters2

®
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dapple® airy celadon
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dapple® range comprises of 12 
colours taking you from warm to 
watery, cool and pure. Each colour is 
taken from outdoor inspirations and 
environments.

dapple® grey zephyr & cool breeze

dapple® spring seed

dapple® grey zephyr, cool breeze & golden hour
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dapple® inky shade & luminous blue

Pile Yarn Weight: 678g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: Universal Fibers® Thrive® matter 

carbon negative recycled yarn (nylon 6)

01 - silver gleam
02 - cool breeze
03 - grey zephyr
04 - golden hour
05 - spring seed
06 - airy celadon
07 - luminous blue
08 - vivid navy
09 - midnight violet
10 - inky shade
11 - moonlit glow
12 - dark nimbus

colour bank
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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vibe®

A large scale statement design featuring 
a bold mesh grid. vibe® is inspired by torn 
netted structures with areas of strong pattern 
breaking away into sections of plain. 

Whilst the grid is the main feature of the 
design, underneath are subtle broken shapes 
created from torn and folded papers. This 
building of layers within the design creates a 
luxurious, velvet like appearance.

vibe® cotton canvas
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vibe® silver pearl

vibe® golden slice 
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vibe® blue velvet

vibe® crushed cord & cotton canvas 

The palette of 12 colours provides core greys and neutrals as well as some vibrant colour-on-grey options with 
the grid pattern enhancing the colour. From pastel tones to bright highlight pops, it is suitable for all manner of 
interiors and installations.
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Pile Yarn Weight: 774g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% solution dyed nylon 6

01 - after dark
02 - blue velvet
03 - cotton canvas
04 - crushed cord
05 - deep pistachio
06 - golden slice
07 - grey linen
08 - liquorice lace
09 - minty mesh
10 - satin sapphire
11 - silk white
12 - silver pearl

colour bank
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13

08 09

11 12

vibe® after dark & minty mesh

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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tiltnturn®

tiltnturn® is inspired by a fascination with how light reflects on and off angled surfaces, 
bringing life to solid colour. Pops of light and shade sit alongside harmonising mid tones.
As the product is installed, new angles and shapes emerge alongside areas of quiet, creating 
a unique effect in each space. The overall effect is contemporary yet calm and unique.

tiltnturn® silver pitch & sky tint
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tiltnturn® grey horizon

tiltnturn®silver pitch with origin® pebble
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The smooth transition from darker tones to lighter tones within tiltnturn® reflect the amazing effects of light 
and shadow which surround us every day. All colours work alone, or can be grouped together. Either option will 
complement other furniture and finishes within each project.

tiltnturn® ash profile & green space
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01 - silver pitch
02 - zinc facet
03 - grey horizon
04 - gold patina
05 - light angle
06 - sky tint
07 - blue facade
08 - coal layer
09 - clay screen
10 - metal edge
11 - green space
12 - ash profile

colour bank

Pile Yarn Weight: 770g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC3

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% solution dyed nylon 6.6
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tiltnturn® ash profile, sky tint & clay screen

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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origin® is a sophisticated and plush 

range, inspired by coastal walks and 

views. The cut pile range works as a 

stand-alone product as well as with the 

other carpet tiles in our multilevel loop 

pile collection.. 

origin® shale, gull & gorse

origin®
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The new colouration of origin® was inspired by 
coastal themes and forecasted colour trends. 
Organic and natural, the colour palette is 
usable, classic and clean.

origin® surf with alaska® lake 

Looking to the colour names chosen, you 

can clearly see the oceanic inspiration. 

Fresh and crisp surf, deep and dramatic 

wave, smooth pebble and atmospheric 

cloud, to name a few in the palette of 10.
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01 - cloud
02 - pearl
03 - pebble
04 - shale
05 - mussel
06 - gull
07 - gorse
08 - surf
09 - wave
10 - heather

colour bank

Pile Yarn Weight: 1300g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC5

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% Econyl® regenerated 

recyclable solution dyed nylon 6

origin® pearl with balance grade® warm frost & city clay
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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balance grade®

balance grade® is inspired by misty Chicago mornings where the dew is fresh from Lake 

Michigan. It is a soft and subtle design which leaves a calming effect across the floor.

balance grade® sage vista
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01 - steel tower
02 - warm frost
03 - concrete lead
04 - granite vapour
05 - city clay
06 - skylight beam
07 - harbour view
08 - urban nickel
09 - river dew
10 - sage vista
11 - twilight dawn
12 - navy shore

colour bank

Pile Yarn Weight: 628g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% solution dyed nylon

balance grade® warm frost
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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balance grid®

balance grid® is inspired by the strong lines seen in high rise skyscrapers, shining and 

gleaming. 

It is a classic yet contemporary design which works alone or paired with the other two 

designs in the balance collection: balance grade® and balance ground®.

balance grid® river haze
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01 - steel grey
02 - warm dusk
03 - concrete core
04 - granite mesh
05 - smoky clay
06 - skylight chrome
07 - harbour cloud
08 - black nickel
09 - river haze
10 - sage glass
11 - twillight fog
12 - navy night

colour bank

balance grid® concrete core

balance grid® twillight fog
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1

Pile Yarn Weight: 628g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% solution dyed nylon
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balance ground®

balance ground® is inspired by the rough texture of sidewalks and pavements that run 

throughout the city of Chicago.

It is strong in tactile elements but soft in colour, designed to give your space some 

breathing room.

balance ground® clay & skylight
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01 - steel
02 - warm
03 - concrete
04 - granite
05 - clay
06 - skylight
07 - harbour
08 - nickel
09 - river
10 - sage
11 - twillight
12 - navy

colour bank
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balance ground® warmbalance ground® concrete & granite

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1

Pile Yarn Weight: 628g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% solution dyed nylon
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As the name suggests, the patterns 
formed by rain drops inspired this 
soft and serene design. 

With darker tones punctuating the surface 
of the pattern, rainfall® is layered and 
soft in texture while offering a varied and 
randomly placed aesthetic. 

rainfall® shade

rainfall®
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rainfall® shade & birch
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Creating a calm effect once installed, this design is the perfect solution to create a peaceful office or retail environment. 

rainfall® dark & air
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01 - light
02 - shade
03 - dark
04 - deep
05 - stone
06 - pave
07 - ground
08 - brick
09 - birch
10 - air
11 - bloom
12 - leaf

colour bank

Pile Yarn Weight: 910g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC3

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% Econyl® regenerated 

recyclable solution dyed nylon 6
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rainfall® light

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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alaska®

Inspired by nature, alaska® is a textural design 
incorporating classic greys and warm neutral 
hues. alaska® was the first design to launch 
within the multilevel loop range. 

Offering a practical yet calming interior design 
choice, alaska® is practical and contemporary.
Reminiscent of ripples on a lake, layers of rock 
and formations of ice – that wouldn’t be out of 
the place in the state that bears its name. 

alaska® wolf & husky
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alaska® north

alaska® north
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alaska® ridge

alaska® wolf, husky, spruce, valley & lake

Global travel provides inspiration, education and aspiration for many of our ranges and alaska® is no different.  
With new experiences comes new influences taken from geography, geology, landscape and lifestyle. The textural 
finish of the product also works beautifully when used in deliberate contrast to some of our other ranges.
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Pile Yarn Weight: 800g/m2

Luxury Rating Class: LC2

Wear Classification: Class 33

Yarn: 100% Econyl® regenerated 

recyclable solution dyed nylon 6

01 - ice
02 - ridge
03 - point
04 - north
05 - moose
06 - anchor
07 - creek
08 - lake
09 - husky
10 - wolf
11 - valley
12 - spruce

colour bank
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This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ (very 
low-emission) to C (high-emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1
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www.burmatex.co.uk

KEEP IN TOUCH

Burmatex Ltd 
Victoria Mills, The Green,
Ossett, West Yorkshire

WF 0AN

tel: +44 (0) 1924 262 525
email: marketing@burmatex.co.uk
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Sheffield Hallam University

for the images provided
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